U.S. Biologic, Inc.
Biotech Lab Intern; Data Analytics Intern; Marketing Intern
Memphis

About
US BIOLOGIC "Delivers Disease Prevention."

US BIOLOGIC’s proprietary oral-delivery system is changing global disease prevention. Our technology allows safe, effective, and cost-efficient delivery of a variety of preventative therapeutics (vaccine and medicine) to wildlife, companion animals, and food animals.

We work with world-renowned experts in the field of biotechnology, placing their proven technologies into our oral-delivery system. We then commercialize those new products by providing necessary funding, manufacturing, marketing, sales, and distribution expertise.

Further, we are developing a series of predictive analytics toolsets to help guide our application programs.

US BIOLOGIC’s first product focuses on the prevention of Lyme disease.

Intern roles and responsibilities
U.S. Biologic has a variety of needs in our biotechnology laboratory (basic lab expertise required for assays, microscopy, PCR, etc.), our predictive analytics group (basic programming and data analytics), and our external marketing group. Tasks will be tailored to each position. We want to see the best candidates, and we will match them with our needs, so all skill sets are encouraged to apply.

Required qualifications
We need hires who are self-aware, self-starters, and who work well within a team environment. Specific demonstrated skills in biotech, data analytics, or marketing are necessary (respective to position). All interns must have a vision of what they want to be after their time at U.S. Biologic, Inc. Otherwise, our interns must be burgeoning professionals who understand the value of work ethic, punctuality, and day-to-day excellence in performance.